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Good Mourning

Dealing with Loss in Cross Cultural Service

Connie Befus, Ph.D.
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--TCK Africa

-- 7 countries, 5 states

--Education: MA, Ph.D., Licensed
Psychologist,   

-- Dissertation:  “Culture Shock.”

-- Private Practice 

--a Jesus follower                   

--Member Care +/- 30 years
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Quiz
True/False

1. Time Heals all wounds.
T   F

2. There is more loss in cross-cultural 
service than in “normal” life.

T   F
3. Grieving is often a cause of depression.

T   F
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4. God, because He is sovereign and all-knowing, 
does not need to grieve: it is a peculiarly 
human activity.

T  F
5. An accumulation of small unrecognized and un-

mourned losses can cause as much damage as 
one large loss.

T  F
6. Appropriate mourning of loss is essential to true 

joy.
T  F

7. Knowing how to mourn is a skill, and can be 
taught.

T  F

4

I learned about grief by coming 
through the back door of studying 

JOY…

n I learned God’s Word has a great deal to 
say about joy AND grief…

n And that if we do not deal with our 
negative emotions, we do not get to fully 
enjoy our positive emotions

5

Losses in the Past Year…

n Some have lost loved ones
n Freedom of movement
n Certain recreations
n Touch
n In-person connection, gathering
n In some countries…

n Disunity, divisions, hostility
n Greater awareness of environmental 

losses

6
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n How does loss in cross-cultural service 
differ… from loss in “regular” life?

n International workers are probably like 
people in “stay-at-home” lifestyles in the 
way they experience the following types of 
loss…

7

A review of the different types of losses 
there are:

“Large losses”
n usually recognized by those around us 

as significant and requiring some kind 
of grief

n death of a significant other
n loss of job
n severe trauma - e.g. rape, loss of 

home, bomb, natural disaster

8

Types of Losses

n Life-stage losses:
n Birth
n Going to School
n Going away to College
n Graduation
n Having children/empty nest
n Retirement
n Aging

9
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Types of losses

n Life Interruption losses:
(disruption of an expected life trajectory)
nBeing fired/laid off
n Disability
n Infertility
n Divorce
n Moving/Job transfer

10

Types of losses

n Image Losses:

n Job change or loss
n Role change or addition
n Loss of dream or possibility

n Loss of Hopes

11

Types of Losses
Betrayal

Whether someone criticized us, slandered us, lied to us,
or did not act as a leader should…

ONE of the things we need to do is grieve the losses
involved
--e.g. loss of trust, worldview, safety

We may also need to forgive, repair, confront,
reconcile…or do nothing

12
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Types of losses

Loss of little things: phone, computer “crash,” 
favorite chair, knife, book…keys…

Relocation involves many losses:
n Proximity of friends and family
n Stability and predictability
n Familiarity
n Known community (doctor, vet, grocery store)
n Every day automaticity

13

Types of losses

n Things you never had:
n Relationships of a certain kind
n Opportunities
n For some:

n An intact family
n Known parentage
n Extended family
n A happy childhood
n A safe childhood
n Marriage
n Children

14

International workers are also like other 
people in the ways they seek to avoid 
mourning:

n Denial: ignore the loss
n Repress loss: acknowledge but minimize
n Intellectualize
n “Macho”: or Stoic mentality
n Obsessive efforts to “get it back”
n Drugs
n Spiritualize
n Stay REALLY busy

15
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n For the general population—as well as most 
international workers, there seems to be a lack 
of education re: the need for grieving
n except, perhaps, in the case of the death of a    

significant other
n or a severe trauma

n Even then, there is considerable ignorance about 
the need for “grieving well,” and instruction in 
how to do so.

n In the Christian sub-culture there often exists 
the uneasy suspicion that grieving is not really 
okay…

--it shouldn’t be necessary if we truly “have our theology 
straight”

16

n International/cross-cultural living differs from 
that of the “normal stay-at-home” population” in 
that:

n There is more loss

n Erroneous assumptions and lack of spiritual 
“grounding” in regard to loss have a more pervasive 
impact

n On the international worker* 
and

n On the worker’s “constituency”*
n at “home”
n on the field

*the “halo” effect
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Losses in cross-cultural living:

n I. During “candidacy,” support raising:
n loss of “normal” career path--an 

understandable adult role
n beginning dissolution of “material estate”

n Sale of home, goods, car…
n quitting jobs, ending roles
n beginning good-byes with family, friends, 

church
n People “decathecting”

18
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Losses in cross-cultural life, cont.

n II. First year of life “overseas”:
n Loss of presence (proximity, reality as a 

resource) of:
n Family
n Friends
n Pastor
n Church community
n Known/trusted medical professionals
n Home culture customs, holidays, traditions

19

List of losses, first year cont.

n Loss of fluency in language, sense of 
competence, being an articulate adult

n Loss of identity and role security
n Sense of belonging and efficacy

n Loss of stability, predictability
n Sense of security, physical safety

20

List of losses, first year cont.

n Loss of “positive reinforcements” and life 
patterns, e.g. 
n Exercise
n Recreations
n Restaurants

…all must be built anew
n Many of these “first year losses” are not 

permanent and will be compensated for, but in 
the first year, the cumulative effect can be 
devastating.

21
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III. Cross-cultural worker:
Losses in Mid life

Ongoing losses of home culture: rituals, holidays,
family gatherings…

--positive: weddings, births, graduations
--negative: illness, funerals, crises

Losses due to constant transitions—
--service leaves, redeployments, personnel changes=
--losses in friends, sense of security, continuity

22

List of losses: mid-life, cont.
n Financial pressures: whether due to loss of          

donors, currency exchange, cost of 
living increases, travel…

n If children go away to school/college and 
parents remain on the field

n Problems in ministry: misunderstandings, 
conflicts, sense of failure, image loss, 
loneliness

n Loss of confidence in sending organization
leadership

23

List of losses: later life
n Health problems, without home-country 

medical and community resources
n Atypical career path again felt as the “older” 

worker returns home 
n A return to the home country now represents

as much, or more loss, as the original
deployment

n Friends, colleagues, identity, role
n Familiarity, rewarding activities
n Loss of support systems
n Sense of alienation from “home” culture
n Fewer resources for retraining, rebuilding

24
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If international workers do not have the 
ability to mourn all those losses 

appropriately

and a Biblical, theological perspective  
that helps them do so…

…they will not survive the accumulation 
of losses in a healthy way
…and many don’t

25

Sharing a Biblical Perspective on 
Loss

n Problem: many Christians today are 
ambivalent about emotions…

n They (correctly) distrust the humanistic, “New 
Age” idea of “looking out for #1” and focusing 
on “just expressing your emotions”

n And forget that we are made in God’s image 
and God is an emotional God
n Who expresses anger, regret, sorrow

26

Biblical Perspective on Loss
n Many Christians – including international 

workers--need help understanding that emotions 
are not the problem, 

being RULED BY them is.
n The Biblical perspective is:

That we are not to be ruled by emotions. 
Rather, by accepting and examining them, we 
are to submit them to the rule of God’s Spirit.

Ephesians 4:27 “In your anger do not sin…”

27
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Biblical Perspective on Loss

n This principle applies to grief also.

n In fact, mourning could be defined as the 
appropriate process for examining and 
accepting the emotions related to loss, 
and submitting them to the rule of God’s 
Spirit.

28

Biblical Perspective on Loss

Grief, in itself cannot be wrong because:

n 1. The Bible clearly shows a God who grieves 
and laments—
n Genesis 6:6 “The Lord was grieved that he had made 

man on the earth, and his heart was filled with pain.”
(NIV)

n Hosea
n Isaiah
n Jeremiah

29

Biblical Perspective on Loss

n 2. The Bible depicts people who grieve -
n Hannah, King David, Jeremiah, Hosea, Mary and 

Martha
n And they are not criticized or condemned
n What is criticized in Scripture is idolatry, lack of faith

n 3. Jesus said, “Blessed are those who mourn, 
n for they will be comforted.”
n (Matthew 5:5 NIV)

30
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Biblical Perspective on Loss

n Jesus: Man of Sorrows and acquainted with 
grief…

n Losses:
n Heaven
n Divinity; omnipotence
n Human father
n Respect/affection of home town
n Betrayed by siblings
n Misunderstood by disciples
n No earthly home
n No wife, children
n Betrayed to death

31

Jesus grieved when:

--John the Baptist died: Matthew 14:6-14
--At Lazarus grave: John 11, especially

verses 33, 38
--Over Jerusalem Luke 19: 28-44
--Other times: Hebrews 5:7

“In the days of his flesh, Jesus offered up definite 
special petitions and supplications with strong crying
and tears…” (Amplified)

32

Please answer the questions:

1. Why did Jesus grieve?

2. How did he show his grief?

3. What do we learn from Him?

33
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Biblical Perspective on Loss
n Grieving cannot be unspiritual since:

n Christians are commanded to “ rejoice with 
those who rejoice and grieve with those who 
grieve.” (Romans 15:15)

n And share comfort: 2 Corinthians 1:3, 4
“Praise be to …the God of all comfort, who comforts 
us in all our troubles, so that we can comfort those
in any trouble with the comfort we ourselves have
received…”

34

Theoretically, any international worker/believer 
should know all these Scriptures…
…and have formed a theology of suffering…

BUT…
Each new loss catches us by surprise
…and provides new chances for us to 
expand our experiential theology of 
suffering, receive comfort, and become 
better acquainted with the Man of Sorrows.

35

How to…Do it

Note: sometimes grief has to be
“shelved” for a bit…

36
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Matthew 26:37

n Note how Jesus handled a “shelved” grief
in the Garden of Gethsemane:

“He told his disciples, sit here while I go 
over there and pray…and he began to be 
grieved and greatly distressed…”

37

But beware…
things stored for too long can cause problems…

Try to keep a 
“low inventory” 
of un-mourned 
losses

38

Clues that we need to grieve:

n Sadness 
n A feeling of heaviness that is not only 

fatigue
n Irritability
n Easily moved to tears, or lump in throat
n Nagging sense that something is 

missing,“off,” wrong

39
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How to…Do it

n 1. The importance of solitude, with 
reflection

n Time alone will not heal grief, but time alone 
spent in reflection and prayer will

n Grieving does not = sadness/weeping
n It may include sadness, tears
n It is primarily a process of ABSORBING the loss

40

Grieving: how to…

n 2. In the grieving reflective process, 
feelings need to be acknowledged, and 
experienced
n And the meaning of the loss explored
n Some do this in a random, rambling way
n But some can be helped by

n Analyzing the loss
n Journaling
n Evoking the emotions

41

Grieving: how to…

n Analyzing a loss:
n Primary loss -

n e.g. a spouse; 
n evacuation from country/ministry

n Secondary losses -
n protector, companion, sex partner, co-parent
n home, identity, colleagues, friends

n Tertiary -
n Paid bills, balanced check book, mechanic…
n Belongings, customs, places, climate

42
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Grieving: how to
n Journaling can help in:

n Expressing and experiencing the feelings
n Recording the analysis
n Recounting memories
n The CISD (Critical Incident Stress Debriefing) format 

can be helpful:
n Facts
n Feelings
n Interpretations
n What to expect/do next

43

Grieving: how to

n If emotions seem blocked, they can be 
evoked by:
n Recalling “lump in the throat” moments
n Recalling, accessing

n Smells
n Sounds
n Sensations
n Memories

…related to the loss
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Grieving: how to
n In fact, times of solitude can be used to 

proactively grieve, by consciously triggering the 
“moments of impact” of grieving - by
n Listening to music
n Looking at photographs
n Visiting places or people that trigger emotions
n The mourner thus purposely precipitates feelings of 

grief instead of being “ambushed”
n Triggers will still happen, but the mourner will be 

impacted less and feel more control

45
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Grieving: how to
n Emotions that need to surface during mourning:

n Anger 
n “Protest” (I don’t want this!)

This is the emotion directed, ultimately, at God
n And which must move toward acceptance for grief to 

resolve
n Ambivalence

n e.g. sadness, plus relief

n ALL emotions must be “processed” -
n Acknowledged, experienced, accepted, submitted

46

Helpful Hints: “Briefs about Griefs”

n 1. Grief can be controlled (much of the time)
n Can the mourning be scheduled? 

Yes and No
n The moment of impact - no
n The actual grieving - yes

People fear being over whelmed by sorrow, but usually 
can control their composure and delay real grieving.

47

Helpful Hints

n 2. People have different styles of grieving… 
there isn’t a correct one!

n Privacy vs. sharing
n Anticipatory, in situ, after

n 3. People need to be aware of the “Straw on 
the Camel’s Back Factor” :

n The cumulative effect of losses
n Especially if not appropriately mourned

48
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Helpful Hints

n 4. The “Onion Operation”
n The fact that a loss can “re-surface” to be “re-

mourned”
n Or show a new layer of itself
n Does not mean we “did a bad job” of mourning

That’s just life!

49

Grieving: how to
n Stages of grieving (a major loss):*

n 1. Shock, first impact of grief
n numbness

n 2. Awareness of loss
n Perhaps on multiple levels

n 3. Conservation and withdrawal
n Conserving personal resources
n Need for solitude

n 4. Healing
n 5. Renewal and reintegration

*Not always consecutive nor mutually exclusive
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Grief never ends…

But it changes;

It is a passage,

Not a place to stay.

Grief is not a sign of weakness,

Nor a lack of faith…

It is the price of love.

51
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Helping/Allowing children to grieve

n 1. Finding the important balance between:

n Ignoring/repressing children’s grief
n Buck up
n Grin and bear it

n Making TCKs into victims

Therefore TCK parents, caretakers need help…

52

Helping children…
n 2. Helping adult caretakers deal with guilt…

n There’s tremendous pressure in the U.S. culture today 
to “make your children’s lives perfect”

n Help parents see that even “at home” children will 
have loss

n If God called the parents…He called the children
n If loss and grief are handled WELL -

n Children will be richer and stronger
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Helping children…

n 3. Caretakers need to resist the natural tendency 
to “stop the crying” and try to “fix things”…

n Allowing children to grieve means
n Communicating that grieving is okay and natural
n Letting them express anger, dissatisfaction, sadness

n It does not mean allowing children to manipulate 
n by crying too much
n by making demands, etc.

n Do not reassure  a child “too soon” that they will get 
over the loss…

n Though sharing from your own experience is okay

54
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Helping children
n 4. The most important thing a parent/caretaker

can do is model appropriate grieving 

n Be honest with children about when and how 
losses hurt YOU

n Explain how your faith fits in
n All of this at a verbal level the child can 

understand!
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Helping children

n 5. In grieving a children may need:
n Solitude, “veg time,” more sleep, more hugs, 

fewer lectures
n Help “analyzing” the loss at a child’s level

n Journaling, if they are old enough
n Discussion, evoking emotions, in a small group
n Expression in modalities besides writing:

n Clay, play doh, puppets, dramas, drawing, dance
n There are good children’s books about grieving
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Helping children
n In grieving a child may need to know that 

though the lump in the throat or tears come, 
giving in to the real grieving can be controlled 

n People have different styles of grieving
n Theirs might be different from a sibling’s or a 

parent’s, and that is okay
n Losses can accumulate for a child, too

n And may be mourned in “layers”
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Helping children grieve

n Some differences between adults and children
n What children grieve, or consider a loss, might 

surprise an adult
n A child’s time line is different: 6 months might feel 

like half a life-time
n A child might seem to be in flagrant denial

n And IS
n This is a coping mechanism
n Usually resolves in time
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Rebuilding After Loss

When the “protest” stage is over, and the 
loss is beginning to be accepted and absorbed
a person can be encouraged

not to REPLACE
But to REBUILD AROUND the loss or losses

***Rebuilding does not work well if the loss has 
not been mourned…

59

Rebuilding after loss
n Rebuilding includes:

n Proactively planning how to cope, compensate
n e.g. for a widow -

how to manage relationships, get tasks
accomplished, still have fun

n e.g. for an international worker in transition -
how to meet people, look for friends, 
find new hobbies, get spiritual food…

60
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Rebuilding after loss

Once a person, child or adult, passes the 
protest stage, begins to absorb the loss, 
and can see again that God is good…

…then healthy living and adjustment are 
underway.

If such rebuilding cannot occur…
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After loss…

n Dangers of NOT mourning (correctly):
n Depression
n Simmering anger and resentment
n Emotional fragility, volatility

n “spillover” mourning
n A joyless, beaten down person
n The opposites of the fruits of the Spirit
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Mourning is not a negation of our 
commitment or of our faith

- instead -

it is an actualization of our commitment and 
faith.
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